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Section 11: Teaching Word Choice
Mini-Lesson #3 — Eliminate dead/retired verbs

Put a lid on it!

My mom PUT me in charge of cleaning my little sister’s room.   

I PUT the clothes from the floor into the hamper.     

I PUT the clean clothes sitting on the chair on the hangers.   

I PUT AWAY her dirty dishes to the kitchen.     

As I PUT AWAY her toys,  I saw one was broken.     

I PUT it in the trash.         

I PUT all my sister’s hair accessories in her drawer.     

I PUT all the school papers in a folder and PUT that folder in her backpack. 

I PUT my hands on my hips and smiled at her clean room.  

Weak
verb choice

Precise
verb choice

placed

deposited

hung, relocated

tidied

tossed

dropped

stacked… stowed

rested

returned

Replace each “put” verb with a stronger action verb WITHOUT using a thesaurus. 
 CHALLENGE: Avoid repeating any verbs.
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